
 

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

MAILING ADDRESS

MAILING ADDRESS (Cont.)

PHONE NUMBER

CITY

ORDER/INVOICE NUMBER

ZIP CODESTATE

1.  Completely �ll out this form.

2.  Mail completed form with legible photocopy of sales receipt dated 

between December 07, 2014 and December 20, 2014 showing the 

order/invoice number, the purchase of a 4-pc Frigidaire or Electrolux 

Kitchen Package.

3.  Limit one (1) rebate per item, person, receipt, household, family or 

address.

4.  Envelope must be postmarked within 30 days of purchase.

5.  Requests from groups, organizations and P.O. Box addresses will be 

denied.

6.  Please allow 6 - 8 weeks after we receive this form and your proof of 

purchase to receive your rebate.

Step 3:  Rebate and Mailing Instructions

O�er #14-14307

Step 2:  To be completed by customer 

Step 4:  h.h. gregg Rebate Program 

Valid: 12/07/14 - 12/20/14
 Frigidaire or Electrolux 
4-piece kitchen package

 Yes! Send me money-savings news and o�ers from h.h. gregg!

(We will email con�rmation of the receipt of your submission.)EMAIL ADDRESS  



Get up to $250 back with the purchase of a qualifying 
Frigidaire or Electrolux 4-piece kitchen package after mail-in rebate.

(limit 1 microwave per purchase)

Mail To:
h.h. gregg
O�er #14-14307
PO BOX 540061
El Paso, TX  88554-0061

Envelope must be postmarked
within 30 days of purchase

 

Step 1: Choose Your Reward!
Please check the box next to the rebate reward option of your choice. If no option is checked, you will receive the $250 h.h. gregg Promotional Gift 
Card as the default reward.

Option 2: $200 h.h. gregg Visa® Prepaid Card**Option 1: $250 h.h. gregg Promotional Gift Card* 

Terms and Conditions: O�er valid on purchase of speci�ed products only. Submit this form along with a copy of sales receipt. Incomplete forms will be denied. Your request 
must be postmarked within 30 days of purchase. h.h. gregg is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. Limit one rebate per receipt. Duplicate submissions will not be 
accepted. Requests from P.O. Boxes not accepted. O�er limited to end-users only. Your rebate rights cannot be transferred, and this o�er is void where taxed, restricted or 
prohibited by law. Valid in USA only. Keep copies of all materials submitted: originals will not be returned. Warning: Fraudulent submission could result in federal prosecution 
under mail fraud statues (Title 18, USC Sections 1341 &1342). Your rebate will be mailed within 6 - 8 weeks. If you have not received your Rebate within 8 weeks, visit 
www.rebatetrack.com/quick/track/hhgregg or call 1-800-318-7972.
*Your h.h. gregg promotional rebate card may be used to purchase merchandise and services in an h.h. gregg store only. It may NOT be redeemed for cash or applied as 
payment to any credit card account. Please keep your promotional card in a safe and secure place. Your promotional rebate card is not replaceable. Visit any h.h. gregg store to 
determine the balance on your promotional card. Your promotional card expires 6 months from date of issue.
**The Visa prepaid card is not redeemable for cash and may not be used for cash withdrawal at any cash-dispensing location. Each time you use the card the amount of the 
transaction will be deducted from the amount of your available balance. Terms and Conditions apply to the card. Subject to applicable law, a monthly maintenance fee of $3 
(USD) applies, but is waived for the �rst six months after the card is issued. No additional fees will be assessed once the card balance reaches zero. The Visa prepaid card is 
non-transferable and non-refundable. Your card is issued by MetaBankTM, Member FDIC, pursuant to a license from Visa U.S.A. Inc. Cards can be used at any merchants that 
accept Visa debit cards within the United States. h.h. gregg reserves the right to substitute a check of equal value in lieu of a Visa prepaid card at its discretion.



Step 4:  Select the item purchased from the list of eligible models below

REFRIGERATORS

   FFGHC2331PF

   FGHS2655PF

   FFHS2622MS

   FFHS2622MW

   FFHS2622MB

   FFSS2614QS

   FFSS2614QP

   FFSS2614QE

   FGHS2355PF

   FFHS2322MS

   FFHS2322MW

   FFHS2322MB

   FGHF2366PF

   FGHB2866PF

   FFTR2021QW

   FFTR2021QB

   FFTR2021QS

   FGHI2164QF

   FGHT2132PF

   FGTR1845QF

   FFHT1826LW

   FFHT1826LQ

   FFHT1826LB

   FFTR1821QW

   FFTR1821QB

   FFTR1821QS

   FFTR1614QW

   FFTR1514QW

DISHWASHERS

   FFBD2406NB

   FFBD2406NW

   FFBD2411NB

   FFBD2411NQ

DISHWASHERS (CONT)

   FFBD2411NW

   FFBD2411NS

   FGBD2438PF

   FGBD2438PW

   FGBD2438PB

   FGHD2465NB

   FGHD2465NW

   FGID2466QW

   FGID2466QB

   FGID2466QF

   FGHD2472PF

   FGID2474QF

RANGES

   FGEF3055MF

   FGEF3032MF

   FGEF3030PF

   FFEF3048LS

   FFEF3018LW

   FFEF3018LB

   FFEF3015PW

   FFEF3015PB

   FFEF3043LS

   FFEF3011LW

   FFEF3011LB

   FGGF3054MF

   FGGF3054MW

   FGGF3054MB

   FGGF3032MF

   FGGF3030PF

   FFGF3023LW

   FFGF3023LB

   FFGF3053LS

   FFGF3047LS

   FFGF3015LW

   FFGF3015LB

SLIDE IN

   FGES3065KF

   FGES3065PF

   FGGS3065PF

   FGGS3065KF

WALL OVEN

   FGET3065KF

   FGET3065PF

   FGEW3065PF

OTR MICROWAVES

   FGMV175QF

   FGMV173KW

   FGMV173KB

   FGMV175QW

   FGMV175QB

   FFMV164LS

REFRIGERATORS

   EI28BS65KS

RANGES

   EI30EF35JS

   EI30GF35JS

DISHWASHERS

   EIDW5705PS

   EI24ID50QS

WARMING DRAWER

   EW30WD55GS

COOKTOP

   EW36GC55GS

   EW36GC55PS

SLIDE IN

   EW30ES65GS

WALL OVEN

   EW30EW65GS

   EW30EW65PS

OTR MICROWAVES

   EI30BM60MS

COOKTOP

   EI36EC45KSX

COOKTOP

   EI30EC45KB

Frigidaire Electrolux


